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Bevilles Jewellers is a retail business specialising in Jewellery and Watches with a proud history 
dating back to 1934. Bevilles has stores located throughout Victoria, New South Wales and 
South Australia. Bevilles is the brand of beautiful jewellery that inspires, builds confidence and 
enhances people’s lives.

Bevilles ran their D3 MultiValue application in the 
Uniware Cloud with 100% uptime since the 
move back in 2011. Bevilles next aspiration was to 
set themselves up for future modernisation,
wanting to ensure they had the capabilities of
modernising their business systems. 

Bevilles Success Story

Challenges Faced by Bevilles

Their previous D3 MultiValue database 
wasn’t flexible, didn’t offer modernisation 
tools like Native RESTful services and they 
had a growing demand for a full data 
replication solution. Bevilles felt they lacked 
development advancements from their 
database provider while their maintenance 
costs continued to grow.
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Bevilles Today and Tomorrow

Realising the Opportunities
Bevilles was looking for future modernisation with the most recent tools that would allow 
transportability between database solutions. After speaking to their software solution provider, 
Uniware, they realised they could achieve this with jBASE.

A modern platform that offers ease of use and has a small footprint, jBASE is a high performing 
database which connects to web services and API integration, simplifying web/application 
development.

The jBASE architecture integrates with a variety of application development tools and backend 
databases, so you can preserve decades of custom MultiValue programs but move forward with 
mainstream development. This allowed Uniware to convert the existing ERP application at 
Bevilles over to jBASE with minimal issues related to specific functionality provided by their 
previous D3 MultiValue database system.

Implementation of jBASE enabled data replication to provide a full Disaster Recovery (DR) 
solution in the unlikely event that their production system was to become unavailable. They 
also use the DR server for other functions such as reporting. Bevilles now has peace of mind 
knowing they have a full DR solution in place with the ongoing support of Uniware.

Today: Bevilles is currently enjoying the benefits of running their mission critical application on 
jBASE ready for when they take the next step towards modernisation. Bevilles will take full 
advantage of Native RESTful Services, which are built into jBASE allowing them to bypass 
proprietary APIs and open their Pick application to any language environment, web service or 
application. 

Tomorrow: Bevilles will use the latest and most popular development tools to add a modern 
user interface to provide their employees and customers access to their application through 
the web and mobile devices. Uniware supported Bevilles during and post implementation of 
jBASE. Uniware continues to provide Bevilles with access to a consistent and reliable support 
team of dedicated developers.

About Uniware
Uniware is an Australian company with forty years of specialised experience, providing the 
widest range of MultiValue Database Solutions in Australia and New Zealand. Delivering 
exceptional cloud and in premise MultiValue Database technology, services and resources. 

Our commitment and dedication in providing exceptional technology solutions and services 
enables us to exceed our customers’ expectations and enhance their business performance. 
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This highly flexible platform provides Bevilles the
freedom to design their applications around their 
business needs, not the capabilities of their database and
at reasonable price saving them future cost.


